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Merit badge answers

Click the following badge name to get the current requirements: Right-click the workbook name to save or print the optional workbook. Workbooks can help Scouts organize notes, actively listen to, and document their work. These workbooks can help you, but you still need to read the merits chip
brochure. The workspace provided for each requirement should be used by scout to take notes to discuss the item with his consultant rather than provide complete and complete answers. Every scout must make every action. Note: While working on merit badges, scouts and scouts should be aware of
some relevant information in the current edition of Guide to Evolution (BSA publication 33088). The workbooks prepared before the 2017 edition of the Development Handbook contain an annex with excerpts from the 2013 or 2015 edition, to be replaced by an updated document containing information
from the current roadmap to development. Instead of including this document in each workbook, the newer workbooks only link to it. Click here to download the current version. A full copy of the Development Guide can be downloaded from Some workbooks also contain notes addressed to the advisor
and/or worksheets, checklists, and sample forms that you can use to fill in the various requirements. Note that these workbooks are OPTIONAL AIDS. Scout is supposed to meet the requirements exactly as stated – no more and no less. If the action uses words like show, prove or discuss, then every
Scout should do so. Only filling the workbook is not enough! Scouts should use workbooks to prepare notes for themselves, and should not assume that filling out a workbook is enough to earn a badge. Scouts STARTING merit badge must use the current requirements that are found in scout BSA



requirements (BSA Publication 33216) Once scouts have started a merit badge, they can continue to work on these requirements even if new requirements are published. Scout must choose whether to complete the full set of new requirements or a full set of old requirements. Scouts can not be selected
and choose from both groups. If the new requirements are selected, they can of course use the work they have done with one of the old requirements, if the requirement is not changed, or there were only editorial changes that do not actually change the actual requirement.  For those scouts who use older
requirements because they've already started a badge, older requirements and workbooks are available by following links from the current requirements page If the merit badge brochure is updated within a year, Scout can choose to use either the full old requirement or new requirements in the brochure.
They will show the effective date: (i.e. the brochure issued in June 2008 will state the requirements for 2009).   When scouts' BSA requirements are updated, all scouts starting the merits badge should use the new requirements. If blank appears in the list, it indicates that the revisions to the workbook are
not yet pending due to revised requirements. You can also download ZIP files that contain all current worksheets as either word processing and/or PDF formats Keep in mind they are BIG files. Versions of the workbook word processor are prepared using the Microsoft Word version of Microsoft Office 365
Suite and are in the DOCX file format that was introduced in 2007.  As a lasting version of Microsoft Office or other word processors that do not support this file format, they are not compatible with previous versions of Microsoft Office or other word processors that do not support this file format, unless the
user has downloaded and installed the Compatibility Pack. Microsoft Office XP, 2000, and 2003 users can download the Compatibility Pack by clicking . When you install the Compatibility Pack, you can use Microsoft Office XP, 2000, or 2003 to open, edit, and save files using file formats in later versions
of Word (DOCX), Excel (XLSX), and PowerPoint (PPTX). PDF versions of workbooks are created by using form fields.  Scouts can download these files and then burn your notes to the form fields and save their work locally. They have been successfully tested on windows systems with Adobe Acrobat
Reader, Foxit PDF Reader and Niance PDF Reader.  Each of these programs is available as free downloads. Other PDF readers may also work, however we do know that a PDF reader native to Firefox web browser does not allow data entry. If you're using a Mac computer, we recommend using the free
Adobe Acrobat Reader for Mac instead of a PDF reader built into the system.  The built-in PDF reader may not display or print the data entered into the workbook form fields correctly. In response to requests we've gotten, we've added light-line-shaped field boxes to provide those scouts who want to
hand-write their answers. Since 2010, all new and revised workbooks have been prepared by Paul Wolf with some contributions from RW Smith, a volunteer associated with meritbadge.org. We know now they reflect the current requirements in all cases.  Please comment on errors, omissions or
suggestions about the workbook format on: Workbooks@USScouts.Org Comments or suggestions for changes to the wording of the requirements for any NOPELEms should be sent to the BSA: Advancement.Team@Scouting.Org copies of all these workbooks (PDF only) are also available on the
Meritbadge.org website, some of which are also available on sites maintained by the BSA, including Scouting.org, or boyslifeorg.files.wordpress.com, . We encourage Scouting websites to provide links to this page or copies listed below.  However, if you find copies of any other site, they are placed there
without our permission and we would be grateful to be informed of these cases. Please email us Workbooks@USScouts.Org the website address. The workbooks are all © Copyright - U.S. Scouting Service Project, Inc. - All Rights Reserved. The requirements are all © Copyright – Boy Scouts of America
– and are used with permission. The name American Heritage™ trademark owned by American Heritage Publishing Company, Inc. and used for permission. Please note that the following dates indicate the months when the workbooks were last revised and uploaded.  PDFs will indicate this date in the
first page header.  Word processor files, however, always indicate the current month when the file is opened for editing.  Workbooks last updated before March 2019 contain the following statement: No one may add or subtract from the official requirements found in Scout Scout Requirements (Pub. 33216
– SKU 637685). As this publication has been renamed and revised, this statement should be considered as follows: No one may add or subtract from the official requirements of the Scouts BSA (Pub. 33216). The SKU of the 2019 SKU, the Scouting BSA requirement, is 648914.   The following workbooks
reflect current requirements (including any changes made since the scouts BSA claims the last edition.) If Scout is working on a merit badge using the requirements of an earlier version, and wants to use a workbook that reflects these requirements, the workbook can still be downloaded from this site.  To
do this, follow this procedure: Click on the merits in the chip name list below to open a webpage with current requirements. On this page, click on the link below the heading that reads About Previous Requirements, Click Here.  If Scout uses the previous requirements, repeat this step until you see the
correct version of the requirements.  You can download a workbook that meets the requirements of this page by clicking one of the links in the box next to the bottom of that sheet.   U.S. Scouting Service Project's Home Page/usscouts.org MERIT BADGE HOME Page updated on: November 15, 2020
The first table below shows the latest Copyright/Review dates for each merit Badge Pamphlets currently in effect, and the date of the latest change requirements for each badge. In addition, it contains current BSA publication numbers and current SKU numbers for each brochure. The table also includes
dates from the Merit Badge Library listing inside the back cover of the current Scouts BSA Claims book. We have publications related to development at the top of the table.  A larger list can be found by clicking here. The second set of tables is a list of merit badges, sorted in chronological order from the
last revision date to the brochure and the date of the last review of the requirements (last to oldest).  Once the content has been updated on the Merits badge brochure, the BSA no longer changes the publication number from 33123 to 33123A, 33123B, etc. to indicate a new edition. The BSA now keeps
the publication number unchanged, but assigns a new item (stockkeeping unit) number to the book win. The publication number is indicated in the copyright notice at the front of the book and under the UPC code on the back. The stockkeeping unit appears on the back cover above the UPC code and is
used as the item number for ordering from Scoutshop.org. In some cases, the publication number and the SKU are the same because no changes have been made since the first call of the brochure. All Merit Badge Brochures were re-released, with new publication numbers, on August 1, 2008. In many
of them, the only changes at that time were adding color to the brochure's content and covers, while others have had major or minor changes to the text and/or requirements. As stated in the Merit Badge Library listing in the current Scouts BSA Claims booklet, there is only one merit badge with a booklet
with a pamphlet with a copyright date earlier than 2008 – Surveying. For this 2 badge, old and new brochures are interchangeable, with the only difference being color illustrations. So, in general, with this exception, scouts should no longer use old black and white brochures. As new brochures are issued,
if they contain new requirements, scouts have the opportunity to start with the new requirements as soon as the brochures are issued, or they can start work using the old requirements until the next edition of the Scouts BSA requirements are issued. If Scout takes office after the new edition of scouts BSA
claims is issued, he must use the new requirements. In any case, when a boy starts with a set of requirements, he can continue to use them until he finishes the badge or turns 18. If he started using the old requirements, he also has the opportunity to move on to the new requirements (which in some
cases may actually mean starting again). As long as he meets all the requirements (either old or new), he can earn a badge. However, he can not use, for example, the old requirements 1, 3 and 5 and new requirements 2, 4, and 6-8. If you find a brochure with a later publication or copyright date or stock
(SKU) number that is larger than the one shown below, please email us with the name of the earned badge, BSA publications and stock (SKU) numbers (e.g. 35859 - 610461) and copyright date. (If it just says Copyright 2005, 2015 Printing, it means it's printing without changes to the text. In this category,
in August 2008, most of the books re-released in the new color format.) If the booklet has also revised the requirements, a copy of these requirements would also be appreciated for us to update this site. Requirements Revision dates in the tables below reflect yearly revisions for the first time appearing in
scout bsa requirements, which often a year after the revised requirement appears in a new edition of the merits badge brochure. . As far as we know, there is nowhere on the internet where you can legally find FREE full copies of merit chip brochures published by the BSA (except for the four 2010 Historic
badges that were only available as free PDF). The content of all brochures is the copyright of the BSA and they use the proceeds from the sale of the brochures to periodically dispel the cost of their review. If you find a copy in a row in PDF form, it was scanned and posted illegally.  However, many merit
chip brochures and several other BSA manuals and manuals are available for purchase as Kindle books using Amazon.com. And at one point, BSA began selling Digital Interactive merit chip brochures with Scoutshop.org. However, these digital interactive versions are no longer available. Always check
the current edition of Scouts BSA requirements or this site, starting a merits badge, to make sure you have the most updated requirements as they may have changed since the brochure was printed. Architecture and landscape architecture, which have separate merit badges, with certain requirements,
are now contained in a single booklet - Architecture and Landscape Architecture. Before 2008, each emblem had separate brochures.  Music and bugling, but individual merit badges, with separate requirements, also apply to one booklet - Music and Bugling.  The color key used in the tables below: Green
Text = Recent changes to the brochure, requirements or new merit badge name Current requirements information in the tables below reflects the requirements issued through 1 January 2020. Information about current publication dates is based on the merits of the badge library's list of 2020 scouts BSA
requirements booklet. Sku numbers are based on a list Scoutshop.org. from 27 March 2020 or previous information, when the leaflets were not listed at the time Scoutshop.org (possibly because they were not in stock or new editions were being prepared).) The availability of Kindle editions shown below is
based on a list of Amazon.com on April 23, 2020, and updated as stated in brian on scouting blog article, revised on May 13, 2020. Spanish versions of all 17 Eagle Required merit badges were published several years ago, but only a few are still listed Scoutshop.org. Are the others (whose SKU numbers
are specified in the are still available in unknown USSSP at this time. The brochure Copyright dates listed are not verified and are not up to date because of travel restrictions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. Please note that the dates and stockkeeping unit that appears on webpages with current
requirements are not updated as often as specified in the list. Therefore, the list on this page should be used if the warehouse number is different. Boy Scout Development Publications - Publication &amp; SKU Numbers and Review Dates Publications Title Format KindleEditionAvailable? Current
publication number current SKU number current copyright date scouts BSA guide for boys Coil Bound YES 648163 2019 scouts BSA Manual Girls Coil Bound YES 648768 2019 Scouts BSA Requirements Reel Bound YES 33216 683801 2020 Guide to development scavots YES 33088 648216 2019 The
following lists show the current requirement revision dates and the latest date of issue of the merit chip pages (as specified in the claim book) sorted by date. Merit Badge booklets (printed, Kindle, or Interactive Digital form) are now $4.99 each. However, if ordering from the National Supply Service, please
note that they are obliged to collect sales tax unless you submit a sales tax exemption form with your order, and print versions are shipping/handling/mailing fee of $7.50 for orders up to $50.00 (1-10 brochures), $9.95 for orders between $50.01 and $100.00 (11-20 brochures), $13.50 for orders from
$100.01 to $150.00 (21-30 brochures), $18.00 for orders from $150.01 to $200.00 (31-4 brochures) and $200.00 (31-40 brochures) and $200.00 (31-40 brochures) and $200.00 (31-40 brochures) and $200.00 (31-40 brochures) 31-40 brochures) and $200.00 dollars for 22.50 for those over $200.00 (41 or
more brochures) so ordering a small quantity in this way can be very expensive on a unit-cost basis unless you order other items at the same time. These fees are based on standard land shipping in the US. The 2-day shipping adds an additional $13.00 to the ground shipping charge, with overnight
shipping adding another $5.00. International shipping costs range from $25.00 to $62.50. The freephone number for ordering through the BSA's National Supply Department is 1-800-323-0732, or you can order on-line . Here is a table of costs and unit costs for sending small orders on land only to print
the merit badge brochures: These figures, and those mentioned in the previous paragraph, are based on information on the BSA's National Supply Website (Scoutshop.org) from 20 January 2016 and do not include sales tax or other items purchased at the same time. 1 booklet would cost $12.49 (4.99 +
7.50 S&amp;amp; H) 2 would be $17.48 (8.74 each) 3 would be $22.47 (7 Each) 4 would be $27.46 (6.57 each) 5 would be $ (6.49 each) 6 would be $37.,44 (6.24 each) 7 would be $42.43 (6.06 each) 8 would be $47.42 (5.93 each) 9 would be $52.41 (5.82 each) 10 would be $57.40 (49.90 + 7.50
S&amp;amp; H) (5.74 each) 11 would be $64.84 (54.89 + 9.95 9.95 (5.89 each) orders 12 or more booklets, unit costs including shipping ranges from 5.82 and 5.16 per purchase to all 134 merit token brochures, covering all 136 merit badges, could cost $668.66+ $22.50 S&amp;amp;amp; H for a total of
$691.16. (plus relevant VAT) Page updated: July 23, 2020
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